In this study we evaluate the performance of several lossless grayscale image compression algorithms: algorithms that are standards in medical image transmitting and archiving systems, other algorithms used for compressing medical images in practice and in image compression research, and of a couple of universal algorithms applied to raw and preprocessed image data. In the experiments we use a new, publicly available, test image set, which is described in detail in the paper. The set contains about one hundred images, mainly medical images of various modalities (CR, CT, MR, and US) and natural continuous tone grayscale images of various sizes and various bit depths (up to 16 bits per pixel). We analyze algorithm performance with respect to image modality, depth, and size. Our results generally adhere to results reported in other studies, however, we find that some common opinions on performance of popular algorithms are imprecise, or even false. Most interesting observation concerning the compression speed is that the speed of many algorithms is relatively low, e.g., JPEG2000 obtains speed close to CALIC algorithm, which is considered to be slow. On the other hand there exist algorithms much faster than the JPEG-LS (i.e., SZIP and SFALIC). Considering the compression ratio, the most interesting results were obtained for high bit depth medical CT and MR images, which are of sparse histograms. For better compression ratios of those images, instead of standard image compression algorithms, we should either use universal algorithms or employ the histogram packing technique prior to actual image compression.
INTRODUCTION
In this study we evaluate the performance of several lossless grayscale image compression algorithms. In the experiments we use a new, publicly available, test image set, which is described in detail in the paper. The set contains about one hundred images, mainly medical images of various modalities (CR, CT, MR, and US) and natural continuous tone grayscale images of various sizes and various depths (up to 16 bits per pixel). The set contains also non-typical images used to estimate the best case and the worst case performance of compression algorithms (easily compressible images, images with added noise, and ones containing nothing, but the noise).
We analyze the performance of algorithms, which are standards in medical image transmitting and archiving systems, of other algorithms used for compressing medical images in practice and in image compression research, and of a couple of universal algorithms applied to raw and preprocessed image data. We analyze algorithm performance with respect to image modality, depth, and size. As opposed to most of other studies we analyze both the compression ratio and the compression speed. Our results generally adhere to results reported in other studies, however, we find that some common opinions on performance of popular algorithms are imprecise, or even false. The above statement concerns mainly the compression speed, as obtained by standard implementations of image compression algorithms, and the compression ratios obtained for high bit depth images.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe set of test images, in section 3 we characterize, very briefly, the algorithms we evaluate. Experimental procedure is described in section 4; the obtained results are presented and discussed in section 5. Section 6 contains conclusions of this study.
SET OF TEST IMAGES

General set description
The new set of medical and natural continuous tone grayscale test images was prepared to evaluate the performance of lossless image compression algorithms. The set contains natural continuous tone grayscale images of various bit depths (up to 16 bits), various sizes (up to about 4 millions of pixels) and medical images of various modalities (CR, CT, MR, and US). In the set, image groups were defined, to permit performance analysis based on average results for the whole group, rather than on results for single images. The biggest group, normal, is for evaluating algorithms' performance in a typical case. A collection of smaller groups permits to analyze or compare results with respect to images' bit depths, sizes, or medical image modality. The set contains also non-typical images, which do not belong to the normal group. To analyze the algorithms' performance on noisy data special images with added noise were prepared. To estimate the bestcase and the worst-case performance of algorithms, easily compressible and incompressible pseudo-images were also generated. In the following sections we describe image groups, details of individual images are reported in Appendix A. The set contains about one hundred images. It is not as large as, e.g., the set used by Clunie in an extensive study on lossless compression of medical images 1 (over 3600 images), but on the other hand moderate size of the set allowed making it publicly available. The set may be downloaded from http://sun.iinf.polsl.gliwice.pl/~rstaros/mednat/index.htm.
Natural images
Natural images are continuous tone images acquired from scenes available for human eye (photographic images). The group of natural images was constructed as follows. Four images ( Fig. 1) were acquired from a 36mm high quality diapositive film (Fuji Provia/Velvia) using Minolta Dimage 5400 scanner. In order to minimize the noise, the acquisition was first done at device's maximum depth of 16 bits, optical resolution 5400dpi, and using multiple sampling of each pixel. One image ("flower") was softened by setting scanner focus too close. For all images, but one ("branches"), we used the scanner's optical mechanism of reducing visibility of the film grain ("grain dissolver"). Then images' resolution was reduced 3 times. These images formed a group of 16-bit big images, and then were subject to further resolution reduction (3 and 9 times) and to bit depth reduction (to 12 and to 8 bits). The set contains following groups of natural images: 
Medical images
Groups of medical images were composed of CR, CT, MR, and US images of various anatomical regions, acquired from devices of several vendors. Note, that in case of medical CR, CT, and MR images, the nominal bit depth may be misleading. Actual number of intensity levels of these images may be smaller than implied by the bit depth by an order of magnitude or even more-see Appendix A for details. Set contains following groups of medical images: 
The normal group
The normal group is a main group of the set; it contains all 84 images from groups natural and medical. The normal group is for evaluating algorithms' performance in a typical case, i.e., average results of compressing images from the normal group may serve as a measure of algorithm's average performance for continuous tone grayscale images.
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Non-typical images
Following groups of non-typical images are contained in the set:
• noise-9 images with added noise, created using "branches" image of various bit depths (8, 12 , and 16 bits) and medium size (approximately 440000 pixels). Noise was added using: v 1 = v 0 (1 -a) + r a, where v 0 denotes original pixel intensity, v 1 -intensity after adding noise, r-random value of uniform distribution, and a is the amount of noise. We prepared images using a = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5,
• empty-3 pseudo-images, intensity of all pixels equals 0, nominal depth of 8, 12, and 16 bits, size approximately 440000 pixels,
• random-3 pseudo-images, random intensities of pixels (uniform distribution), bit depth of 8, 12, and 16 bits, size approximately 440000 pixels.
The random pseudo-images may be used to evaluate the worst-case performance of an image compression algorithm, however modern image compression algorithms are based on sophisticated assumptions as to characteristics of data they process. For a specific image compression algorithm we could prepare data even harder to compress, i.e., pseudo-image of characteristics opposite to what is expected in the compression algorithm.
ALGORITHMS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS
In this section we characterize briefly the algorithms analyzed in this study. In the experiments, we have used about ten algorithms. Due to the number of algorithms tested, the more detailed description of them exceeds the scope of this paper. In section 5 we report results of the following image compression algorithms and implementations (using the default options, unless indicated otherwise):
• Lossless JPEG-former JPEG committee standard for lossless image compression 2 . The standard describes predictive image compression algorithm with Huffman 3 or arithmetic 4 entropy coder. We used the PVRG-JPEG implementation, version 1.2.1 5 . The implementation uses Huffman codes. The results are reported for the predictor function SV 4, which results in the best average compression ratio of normal images.
• JPEG-LS-standard of the JPEG committee for lossless and near-lossless compression of still images 6 . The standard describes low-complexity predictive image compression algorithm with entropy coding using modified Golomb-Rice 7, 8 family. The algorithm is based on the LOCO-I algorithm 9, 10 . We used the SPMG/UBC implementation 11 .
• JPEG2000-a recent JPEG committee standard describing algorithm based on wavelet transform image decomposition and arithmetic coding 12 . Apart from lossy and lossless compressing and decompressing of whole images it delivers many interesting features (progressive transmission, region of interest coding, etc.) 13 . We used JasPer implementation by Adams 14 .
• PNG-standard of the WWW Consortium for lossless image compression 15 . PNG is a predictive image compression algorithm, using the LZ77 16 algorithm and the Huffman codes. We used pnmtopng implementation, version 2.37.6 17 (NetPBM 10.25, LibPNG 1.28, ZLIB 1.22). The results are reported for the Paeth predictor function (filter), which results in the best average compression ratio of normal images. We used the fastest (-compression 1) speed option, which for normal images results in doubling the compression speed at the cost of worsening the compression ratio by 4.5% compared to default compression speed setting.
• SZIP-standard of the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems used by space agencies for compressing scientific data transmitted from satellites and other space instruments 18 . SZIP is a very fast predictive compression algorithm based on the extended-Rice algorithm; it uses Golomb-Rice codes for entropy coding. We used UNM implementation 19 . It's default block size is 16 symbols. Since biggest images (big and cr) require a greater block size, we used block size of 20 symbols for all the images.
• CALIC-A-a relatively complex predictive image compression algorithm using arithmetic entropy coder, which because of the very good compression ratios is commonly used as a reference for other image compression algorithms 20, 21 . We used implementation by Wu and Memon 22 .
• CALIC-H-variant of CALIC algorithm using Huffman codes 22 .
• SFALIC-very fast predictive lossless image compression algorithm by the author of this study 23 using modified Golomb-Rice family for entropy coding. We used own implementation 24 .
• FELICS-very simple and fast lossless image compression algorithm by Howard and Vitter 25 using Golomb [Gol'1966] or Golomb-Rice codes for entropy coding. We used implementation from the mg 1.2.1 system by Bell, Moffat, Witten, and others 26 .
Apart from the image compression algorithms, we analyze performance of a couple of universal algorithms. In case of universal algorithms we report both the results obtained by applying the algorithm to raw image data observed in the raster scan order, and the results of compressing images after applying a simple prediction to them. We apply the same prediction as used by default by the SFALIC algorithm-we predict, that the pixel intensity equals ¾ A + ¾ B -½ C, where A, B, and C are the intenities of pixel's neighbors, respetively: left, upper, and upper-left, then we actually compress the prediction error. We tested the following:
• GZIP-simple and fast universal data compression utility by Gailly. GZIP is based on the LZ77 algorithm. We used implementation version 1.2.4 27 .
• BZIP2-universal data compression utility by Seward. BZIP2 is based on the Burrows-Wheeler Block Sorting compression algorithm 28 . We used implementation version 1.0.2 29 .
The compression speed is reported in megabytes per second [MB/s], where 1MB = 2 20 bytes. Since we used PGM P5 image representation, the pixel size is 2 bytes for image depth over 8 bits, 1 byte in the opposite case. The compression ratio is in bits per pixel [bpp]: 8 e / n, where e is the size in bytes of the compressed image including the header, nnumber of pixels in the image.
RESULTS
For natural images, the compression ratios (Table 1) obtained by the tested algorithms generally adhere to results reported by other studies and to common opinions on ratios of popular algorithms. CALIC-A obtains the best average ratio, it's Huffman coder version along with the JPEG-LS obtain ratios worse by less than 1%. JPEG2000 and SFALIC obtain ratios worse by about 4%. Ratios of Lossless JPEG and SZIP are by about 10% worse. Relative ratio of those algorithms compared to CALIC-A depends significantly on image bit depth. For high bit depth images the differences in ratios are significantly smaller, than for low bit depths. Interestingly, for some 16bpp images (and also for groups: small and mr) the Huffman coder version of CALIC obtains ratios better, than the arithmetic coder version-probably there is still a possibility to improve this algorithm.
Algorithms PNG and FELICS obtain ratios worse to general purpose BZIP2 algorithm and to simple general-purpose GZIP, as applied to image after prediction. PNG performs poorly regardless of images sizes and depths. For 8-bit images FELICS is better than Lossless JPEG, for high bit depths, the variant of FELICS we examined causes huge data expansion. Universal algorithms perform much better, when applied to images after prediction. The compression ratio of BZIP2 is close to ratios of SZIP and Lossless JPEG, ratio of GZIP is worse, but still better than the ratio of PNG. As to medical images, they differ from natural ones in two ways. Some of them (us and, to some extent, mr and ct) are compound images containing large uniform intensity areas, i.e., background for the actual medical image. Some of the tested algorithms are able to encode such areas with ratio smaller than 1 bpp, others (Lossless JPEG, SFALIC, and FELICS) lack such mechanism-in case of us images, those algorithms obtain ratios worse than CALIC-A by about 30 to 40%.
The second characteristic feature is common for mr and ct images. These images are of high nominal bit depth, which is from 12 to 16 bits per pixel. The actual number of pixels' intensity levels found in those images is smaller, than implied by the nominal bit depth, sometimes by an order of magnitude or even more (see Table A in Appendix A). Furthermore, intensity levels are distributed throughout the entire nominal intensity range, i.e., the images have sparse histograms of intensity levels. None of the image compression algorithms analyzed in this study was designed for images of sparse histograms.
For natural images the universal compression algorithm BZIP2 obtains ratios worse than CALIC by about 10%. For medical mr images, that all are of 16-bit nominal depth, and that none of them actually contains pixels of more than 2000 levels, ratio of BZIP2 is better than CALIC's by over 40%. In case of mr images, ratios of the very simple universal algorithm GZIP, are also better then ratios of the best image compression algorithms. Furthermore, the prediction, that improves the BZIP2 ratio for normal images, deteriorates it significantly for mr and ct images (similar behavior is observed for the GZIP algorithm). For cr and us images the best ratios were obtained by CALIC, however, the compression ratio deterioration of mr and ct images is so high, that the average compression ratio of the whole medical group, and of the whole normal group, is best in case of the BZIP2.
The impact of histogram sparseness on image compression ratios has been recently discovered 30, 31 . Most research, however, was done for low bit depth images-from results presented in Table 1 we conclude, that also in case of high bit depth medical images, histogram sparseness deteriorates the compression ratio. Above observations triggered further research on methods of improving the compression ratios of high bit depth sparse histogram images 32 . It was found, that the so-called histogram packing technique vastly improves compression ratios-the CALIC average compression ratios got improved to 4.485 bpp for ct and to 4.811 bpp for mr images. These results may be surprising, however, they clearly indicate that, in case of certain modalities, for better compression ratios instead of image compression algorithms we should either use universal algorithms or employ the histogram packing technique prior to actual image compression.
The compression speed of normal images is presented in Table 2 . The average speed and ratio for the normal group is presented on the Figure 2 . The speed results are implementation dependent. We used standard implementations of all the algorithms, and (unless indicated otherwise) standard options. The speed of some of the algorithms could be improved. The Lossless JPEG implementation we used is not optimized for speed. According to Santa-Cruz and Ebrahimi 33 the speed of another Lossless JPEG implementation (Huang, Smith, Cornell University, version 1.0) is for 8-bit images about 2 times lower, than the speed of JPEG-LS-we do not report results of that implementation, since it is not lossless for high bit depth images. The speed of GZIP may be increased about two times by using the fastest (--fast) compression option-this way we worsen average compression ratio of normal images by 2.2%. The speed of CALIC was estimated, to verify this estimation we measured the speed of another implementation (by Yuan, designed for 8-bit images only and probably not optimized for speed). Compared to the speed of CALIC-A reported in Table 2 , the compression speed of Yuan's CALIC for 8bpp and us images was lower by about 25%. Measuring speed of GZIP and BZIP2, as applied to images after prediction, we ignored the time required to perform the prediction-this time may not be negligible, since in case of SFALIC algorithm, about 20% of compression time is spent on performing the prediction.
Analyzing the average compression speed of normal images, we find that some common opinions on speed of popular algorithms are imprecise or even false. Some algorithms obtain relatively low compression speed compared to the CALIC algorithm, which is considered to be slow. JPEG2000 obtains speed little lower, than the speed of CALIC-A, PNG's speed is little lower then the speed of CALIC-H. On the other hand there are significant speed differences among algorithms commonly referred as fast: FELICS, SZIP, and JPEG-LS. Only for 8-bit images the speed of FELICS is close to the speed of JPEG-LS. For all the groups of normal images algorithms SZIP and SFALIC obtain speed significantly higher, than the JPEG-LS. They are, on average, 2.5 times faster then the JPEG-LS. The speed of SFALIC and SZIP is almost identical, except for 8-bit images (both 8bpp and us groups), where SFALIC is faster by 10-20%. In case of fast algorithms (JPEG-LS, SZIP, and SFALIC) significantly lower speed, than the average, was obtained for small images. For those images time of initializing the compression implementation executable by the operating system starts to be a significant factor of the overall speed of the compression algorithm. To some extent similar behavior may be observed for all of the examined algorithms, but the BZIP2. Since for depths over 8 bits the image pixel is stored using 2 bytes, the compression speed of 12bpp images is usually greater than the speed of 8bpp and 16bpp images.
The compression results of non-typical images are presented in Tables 3 and 4 . The empty pseudo-images are the most easily compressible data for the image compression algorithm. As one could expect, for empty images the ratio of algorithms that employ a method of efficient encoding of uniform image regions is close to 0 bpp. For all the algorithms the compression speed of empty group is higher than of any other group, the greatest speedup is observed for JPEG-LS.
For non-typical noisy images the compression speed of all algorithms, but the GZIP, is little lower than the average medium group speed that contains images of similar size. In case of all algorithms, but PNG and FELICS, compression of those images, in case of some algorithms even of individual images with 50% noise added, still results in compression ratios smaller than the image bit depth, however not by much. The random pseudo-images are incompressible and may be used for estimating the worst-case algorithm compression ratio. The best method of processing incompressible data is to copy them binary, i.e., to encode pixel intensities using N-bit natural binary code, where N denotes image bit depthfor the random group we would get the compression ratio of 12 bpp. The SFALIC algorithm actually acts this way; all the remaining algorithms cause noticeable data expansion, which, except for FELICS and PNG, ranges from 0.1 to 1 bit per pixel.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we analyzed compression ratio and compression speed of algorithms, we did not consider other properties of algorithms, like: ability of progressive coding, region of interest coding, existence of standard describing he algorithm, availability of implementation, or popularity of an algorithm. We have tested image compression algorithms (Lossless JPEG, JPEG-LS, JPEG2000, PNG, SZIP, CALIC, SFALIC, and FELICS) as well as the universal algorithms (GZIP, BZIP2). Based on two criteria only, we find that there is no single algorithm best suitable for all the image classes. Depending on the preference of the user (speed, ratio, or both) different algorithms are good choices for the different image groups.
The experiments were performed using a new set of medical and natural continuous-tone images. The best average compression ratios for natural continuous-tone images and for CR and US medical images are obtained by the CALIC algorithm using arithmetic entropy coder. In case of remaining medical images, i.e, MR and CT, the CALIC is best among image compression algorithms, but surprisingly much better ratios were obtained by a universal algorithm-BZIP2. For those images, the difference in ratios between CALIC and BZIP2 is so high, that not only the average compression ratio of all the medical images, but the average ratio of whole group of medical and natural images as well, is best in case of the BZIP2. For the MR images the ratio of BZIP2 is better than CALIC's by over 40%. CT and MR images are of sparse histograms, the tested image compression algorithms were not designed to process such data. For better compression ratios of CT and MR images, instead of image compression algorithms, we should either use universal algorithms or employ the so-called histogram packing technique prior to actual image compression.
On a computer equipped with a 3.06 MHz Intel Xeon processor, both CALIC and BZIP2, obtain compression speed of about 3 MB/s. If we need a faster compression algorithm, then we should use JPEG-LS, SFALIC, or SZIP. JPEG-LS obtains average compression speed of over 18 MB/s, it's average compression ratio is worse than CALIC's by about 1%. SFALIC and SZIP obtain average compression speed of over 45 MB/s, i.e., compression speed of those algorithms is about 2.5 times higher, than JPEG-LS's, and about 15 times higher, than the speed of CALIC or BZIP2. Compared to CALIC, the average compression ratio of SFALIC and SZIP is worse by about 6% and 11% respectively.
We notice, that some algorithms obtain relatively low compression speed. JPEG2000 obtains speed little lower, than the speed of arithmetic coder version of CALIC, which is considered to be slow, PNG's speed is little lower then the speed of Huffman coder version of CALIC. We also find that some algorithms capable of processing high bit depth images, like PNG and FELICS, actually are not suitable for that purpose, because of poor compression ratios. For high bit depth natural continuous-tone images we notice two more interesting facts. Firstly, for those images the best ratio was obtained by the Huffman coder version of CALIC, not the arithmetic coder version. Also, the differences in compression ratios of various algorithms are for 16-bit images much smaller, than for 8-bit ones-the difference in compression ratio between the fastest algorithm (SFALIC) and the one obtaining best ratios (CALIC Huffman) is about 2% only. 
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